LITERACY AT THE FOUNDATION OF MODERN SOCIETY

LOW LITERACY IN EUROPE

~22% of French 15-year-olds have
reading skills below the baseline
needed to participate effectively in
life (PISA, 2015)

Reading below ‘baseline’ - >
inability to find the main
point of a passage.

WHAT DOES LOW LITERACY LOOK LIKE?

THE READING WARS

•
•
•
•
•

Decades of raging debate about best way to teach children to read
Phonics versus “whole language”; touchstone for deep-seated philosophical differences
Lack of consistent evidence-based policies and practices
How children learn to read is a scientific question
Psychological science has provided sufficient evidence to end the Reading Wars

WHAT IS READING?

Jess decided to cut and run. She
couldn’t face what might happen next.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of visual features (e.g. run vs rub)
Analysis of letters and letter positions (e.g. run vs urn)
Analysis of morphemes (e.g. –ed reflects the past)
Analysis of meanings of individual words
Analysis of figurative / ambiguous language
Analysis of causal connections
Use of background knowledge; inferencing skills
Demands on working memory and executive skills
Eye-movement control exquisitely tuned to aid comprehension

LEARNING VERSUS SKILLED PERFORMANCE
•

Chess experts see the whole game, make
plans before calculating individual moves,
don’t see pieces as distinct.

•

Does this give insight into how beginners
learn to play chess, or how they should be
taught?

•

Skilled readers draw meaning rapidly and
without effort from printed words, draw
causal connections within and between
sentences, use background knowledge to
make inferences.

•

Does this give insight into how beginners
learn to read, or how they should be
taught?

READING STARTS WITH ORAL LANGUAGE

Sound

Meaning

Spelling

• Vocabulary, grammar, and narrative skill predict later reading comprehension
• Early interventions in oral language impact on later reading comprehension
• Enormous variation in language ability at school entry

WRITING SYSTEMS

LEARNING LINKS BETWEEN SPELLING AND SOUND

HEN

Sound

Meaning

PEN

TEN

Spelling

Highly arbitrary
HEN, PEN, TEN
•
•
•
•
•

Memorising every word individually is not possible in languages like French and English
Spelling-sound knowledge provides hook into oral language
Systematic phonics is designed to teach spelling-sound knowledge
Spelling-sound knowledge allows generalisation (e.g. NET)
Most children require explicit instruction

SHARED BOOK READING
What are 4-5 year old children looking at during shared reading?

Evans & Saint-Aubin, 2005

Unlikely this could be a major vehicle for development of print
skills without other forms of systematic instruction.

PHONICS SCREEN IN ENGLAND
• Systematic phonics instruction is a
legal requirement in England (since
ca. 2007).

100%

• Phonics screen in Year 1 when
children are aged 5 or 6; short
reading aloud test (20 words; 20
nonwords); intervention and retest
for those who fail.
• Dramatic year-on-year
improvements, lifting reading skills of
hundreds of thousands of children.
• Evidence of broader and lasting
benefits on reading in national exams,
esp. for children who enter school at
risk of reading failure.
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FROM NOVICE TO EXPERT
• Skilled adult readers also use spellingsound translation in text reading.
• But this process is slow and attention
demanding; need direct link between
spelling and meaning.
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Reading for pleasure is important. Phonics
instruction doesn’t prevent that; it enables it.

• Development of expertise through years
of text experience; children use phonics
to ‘self-teach’ through independent
reading.
• Huge variation in text experience …
grade 5 children, 10th percentile 60,000
words / year; 90th percentile 6,000,000
words / year.

FROM NOVICE TO EXPERT
• Item-level orthographic learning.
Sound

Meaning

• Learning of morphological families and
morphological structure.
Spelling

develop, develops, developing, developed, developer(s),
undeveloped, undevelopable, developable, development(s),
developmental, developmentally, antidevelopment,
redevelop, predevelop, predevelopment

• “Islands of regularity” in spelling-meaning relationship
• Morphological knowledge critical in driving rapid skilled reading

TEXT COMPREHENSION
There were rooms in the old farmhouse which I never saw used and which smelt of
the past that held extraordinary fascination for me: little windows where unknown
ancestors had sat on autumn evenings; old leather-lined bookcases with books that
no one had handled for fifty years; dust that no one had bothered to remove; piles
of candle wax in unlikely corners; huge chamber pots and cracked basins, and
everywhere a great generosity of space. Outside there was a big lawn hardly
walked on, flowerbeds hardly looked at, a vegetable garden which always
produced too much, a vast horse chestnut with enough conkers to satisfy the
needs of a whole village of boys, a second lawn that nobody ever sat on, and the
poignant smells of animals and harvests of a bygone age.

•
•
•
•

Fluent word reading necessary but not sufficient.
More complex than spoken language: richer vocabulary, more complicated syntax.
Shared book reading to develop advanced language knowledge.
Literacy provides the bridge to layers of language knowledge.

SUMMARY
Systematic phonics instruction helps all
children to become independent,
successful readers

Reading begins with oral language

Sound
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Spelling

Text experience builds fluency; releases cognitive
resources for higher-level text comprehension; builds
vocabulary

IT’S TIME TO END THE READING WARS

It’s time to end the Reading Wars and
adopt an instructional agenda that is
developmentally informed and based on
a deep understanding of how language
and writing systems work.

Anne Castles

OPEN ACCESS
www.tinyurl.com/readingwars

Kate Nation

